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THE FIGURE COSMOS OF MATTHIAS GARFF
The figure cosmos of Matthias Garff ranges from flying bumblebees to depictions of
birds and larger-than-life primates to an extinct primordial form of man, the homo
erectus. His interest in natural processes and our animal neighbours began in childhood and now determines his artistic work.
Garff works on a menagerie of a particular kind, reflecting the relationship between
humans and animals and nature in general. With this, he follows deeply rooted paths.
The animal as a motif of art has been present in all epochs since the earliest expressions of images, such as the Stone Age caves of Altamira and Lascaux. The relationship
between humans and animals is determined by attributions and projections. We look
at animals not only because of their beauty, cuteness or ugliness. We observe them without being able to see through them and turn them into images or mirrors of ourselves. Matthias Garff explores these phenomena. When he combines animal behaviour
with different characters and clarifies them in terms of materiality and design, or forms
his figures into groups that resemble social structures, his works remind us of fables.
Some of his sculptures become mixed creatures between animal and human, such
as the towering chimpanzee from the series The Old World Apes, which resembles a
chimpanzee shell rather than the lifelike reproduction of the animal. Garff is not interested in a realistic picture at all. Roughly screwed together, glued or nailed, he lets his
creatures emerge from found material. In doing so, he makes the creation process itself comprehensible and consciously uses the respective material aesthetics as means
of design. In his video works such as The Argentine Garden, he demonstrates how irreconcilable art and nature ultimately remain. Here he confronts the real animals directly
with his creations and encounters above all ignorance and disinterest of the animals in
their artificial images. In contrast to us, the animal does not need neither man nor art.
Catalogue text by Susanne Greinke for Matthias Garff „Homo erectus“,
Gallery Brüderstraße, Görlitz, 2014

Picture: Eared Dove, 2013, Video, 4:30 min
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THE CHILDHOOD PETS, 2015
Kiki and Goldi didn‘t want to talk to me despite hours of practice and the cute little Hoppel became a big buck that could
only be fondled reluctantly. With my work The Childhood Pets
I meet the pets of my childhood again and give them a new,
monumental appearence.
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kiki and goldi
The childhood pets
2015

Material: birch trunkes, wood, tires, laquer, screws
Dimension: 245 × 115 × 140 and 270 × 115 × 170 cm
Venue: Galerie Margareta Friesen, Dresden

kiki
The childhood pets
2015
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Material: birch trunkes, wood, tires, laquer, screws
Dimension: 245 × 115 × 140 cm
Venue: Josef Filipp Galerie, Leipzig

goldi
The childhood pets
2015
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Material: birch trunkes, wood, tires, laquer, screws
Dimension: 270 × 115 × 170 cm
Venue: Josef Filipp Galerie, Leipzig
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hoppel
The childhood pets
2015

Material: birch trunkes, wood, tires, linoleum, screws
Dimension: 210 × 120 × 370 cm
Venue: Galerie bipolar, Leipzig
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the hoppel-show
2015

Material: Monitors, DVD-Player, DVDs
Dimension: 60 x 140 x 80 cm
Venue: Westpol A.I.R. Space, Leipzig

THE ARGENTINIAN RELATIVES, 2013
The birds of the installation The Argentinan Relatives orginated in an
contemplation about different species of bird, which I observed in
the garden of my grandparents in Buenos Aires. Each bird figure embodies a certain character, which is also reflected in the choice of
distinct materials. As a tribute to my years at the Academy of Fine Arts
Dresden, many finds from its recyclable material container were used
for the construction.
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The Argentinian Relatives
Final year project
2013

Material: Installation of six different bird figures
Dimension: 350 × 800 × 600 cm
Venue: Academy of Fine Arts Dresden
Picture: Robert Vanis

Chalk-browed mockingbird
The Argentinian Relatives
2013
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Material: plaster, a, birchbark, metal, wood
Dimension: 310 × 110 × 150 cm
Venue: Academy of Fine Arts Dresden
Picture: Robert Vanis
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eared dove
The Argentinian Relatives
2013

Material: textiles, metal, wood
Dimension: 150 × 60 × 240 cm
Venue: Academy of Fine Arts Dresden
Picture: Robert Vanis
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Red-bellied thrush
The Argentinian Relatives
2013

Material: deerskin, wood, oilpaint, plastic
Dimension: 140 × 70 × 250 cm
Venue: Academy of Fine Arts Dresden
Picture: Robert Vanis

Hummingbird
The Argentinian Relatives
2013
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Material: wood, metal, glue, colour, silver, jewels, glitter
Dimension: 180 × 50 × 170 cm
Venue: Academy of Fine Arts Dresden
Picture: Robert Vanis

great kiskadee
The Argentinian Relatives
2013
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Material: metal, wood, foam, screws, ink, oil paint
Dimension: 150 x 60 x 240 cm
Venue: Academy of Fine Arts Dresden
Picture: Robert Vanis
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monk parakeet
The Argentinian Relatives
2013

Material: plastics, styrofoam, plaster, wood, paint
Dimension: 270 × 520 × 140 cm
Venue: Academy of Fine Arts Dresden
Picture: Robert Vanis

THE INSECT COLLECTION, 2017
The Insect Collection presents various insect species in the style of
classic busts. It brings the insect to eye level and confronts us with
its otherness. The collection is a persiflage on the subject of the
bust as part of our culture of remembrance. Instead of honouring
important people, it focuses on the beauty and diversity of the foreign and unknown.
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The insect collection
2017

Material: Installation of 7 insect heads
Dimension: variable
Exhibition „Tête-à-Tête. Matthias Garff and Tim von Veh“
Venue: Galerie Margareta Friesen, Dresden

Fly
the insect collection
2017
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Material: glas, metal, papier mâché, laquer, glue, concret
Dimension: 75 x 24 x 24 cm
Venue: Galerie Margareta Friesen, Dresden
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Grasshopper
the insect collection
2017

Material: plaster, glue, laquer, wood, glitter, ash
Dimension: 125 x 24 x 30 cm
Venue:Galerie Margareta Friesen, Dresden

stag beetle
the insect collection
2017

Material: leather, metal, paperboard, glue, silver leaf, concret
Dimension: 80 x 35 x 25 cm
Venue: Galerie Margareta Friesen, Dresden
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bug
the insect collection
2017

Material: pulp, wood, metall, laquer, beeswax
Dimension: 95 x 24 x 18 cm
Venue:Galerie Margareta Friesen, Dresden

ant
the insect collection
2017

Material: pulp, wood, metall, laquer, beeswax
Dimension: 70 x 24 x 23 cm
Venue:Galerie Margareta Friesen, Dresden

THE OLD WORLD APES, 2014
The meeting of a chimpanzee, a gorilla and a baboon. Each of
the figures is made of a different material and technique. The
chimpanzee consists of riveted metal, the gorilla of screwed
plastic and the baboon of nailed wood. The Old World Apes
deal with the question of how much material and manufacturing process determine the shape and character of a figure.
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the old World apes
2014

Material: Installation of 3 ape figures
Dimension: 220 x 400 x 400 cm
Venue: Galerie Margareta Friesen, Dresden

ENCUENTRO FAMILIAR, 2015
An aerial ensemble is populated by a group of Argentinean
birds. On the poles of the installation, culture and nature meet
in a miraculous way. Both the material used and the bird species
depicted were found on the streets of the city. The birds from
garbage speak for the disorderly, chaotic side of the Argentinean capital that not only inspires the creativity of an artist, but
also makes the city worth living for a multitude of bird species.
The installation Encuentro Familiar was created during an Artistin-Residency stay in the art space La Ira de Dios in Buenos Aires.
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Encuentro familiar
2015

Material: found material, wire, screws, concret
Dimension: 340 × 280 × 100 cm
Venue: La Ira De Dios, Buenos Aires

INSECT CASES, 2016
Insect collections present extracts of nature‘s wealth of colours
and shapes. At the same time, they manifest a clear unbalance of power between man and nature. Matthias Garff‘s insect
cases quote this cultural practice. They show how strongly our
perception of nature is influenced by aesthetic criteria. His insects, roughly composed of found material and fixed with wire
and nails, show their artificial character only on closer inspection. The supposed entomologist turns out to be a garbage
collector. Is he one of the protagonists of the Neo Arte Povera?
The balance between nature and artificiality and the format of
the cases allows Garff to freely interact with colours, forms and
materiality.
Little Insect Show, Josef Filipp Galerie, Leipzig
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arthopoda
insect cases
2016

Material: found material, wire, nails, colour, wood, glas
Dimension: 70 × 60 × 3 cm
Venue: Galerie Margareta Friesen, Dresden
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Suomi thistle blue
insect cases
2016

Material: found material, wire, nails, colour, wood, glas
Dimension: 60 × 42 × 4 cm
Venue: Josef Filipp Galerie, Leipzig
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In the date grove
insect cases
2016

Material: found material, wire, nails, colour, wood, glas
Dimension: 60 × 42 × 4 cm
Venue: Josef Filipp Galerie, Leipzig

CITY MOSAICS, 2015
On long walks through the city of Buenos Aires I collected lying
ceramic fragments and other objects. Classified into motifs and
cast in cement, the finds served me as material for a series of
small mosaics. They show different kinds of birds and friends I
met on my walks. The fragments of the city became personal
souvenirs.
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monk parakeet
city mosaics
2015

Material: found material, cement
Dimension: 11 x 12,5 x 2 cm
Venue: Galerie Margareta Friesen, Dresden

Torcaza, Thrush,
parakeet, hummingbird
2015

Material: found material, cement
Dimension: each 11 x 12,5 x 2 cm
Venue: Galerie Margareta Friesen, Dresden

STAMP PRINTS, 2017
Matthias Garff’s stamp prints are painting created with a different medium. Although similar to relief printing, stamp printing
is not actually a printing process for reproduction purposes, but
involves manual application of paint to a medium using shapes
instead of brushes. A little wooden box is what inspired these
works. Discovered at a flea market, it measures 26 x 19 x 10 cm,
with practical internal compartments. The box contains a drawer for cut watercolour paper, holders for 5 pots of coloured
shellac ink, retainers for some accessories and a date stamp.
The artist has been carrying this box around for some time as a
toolbox, and he uses it to document his everyday life in images.
The sheets are 10 x 20 cm and the stamped date is the title of
the work. However, these notes from the ›walking workshop‹
are not conceived as personal diary entries, but abstractly and
emotionally showcase the artist’s study of character and mode,
both individuals and groups, and the expression of relationship
and singularity. The serial motifs recur in a strictly specific pattern. There are five towers on each sheet, perhaps five people or simplified creatures, all combinations of the same strictly
geometrical basic shapes: square, triangle, rectangle, trapezoid, and all built from five parts: a foot or pedestal, a three-part
body and a head, dome or crown—depending on how you interpret the figures. They stand in a row and do not touch one
another. However, the choice of shape and colour, the indication of motion and the varying combination of the elements,
their physical centre of gravity and fragility reveal hidden influences and emphasise the differences.
The self-chosen, formal restriction of this series of works actually proves extremely flexible in detail. Addition and variation
as the creative principle are reminiscent of the blueprint for human life: a genetic code, a matrix and module, and finally of the
feasibility principle—almost a facile concept of creation, almost
a Promethean act, almost a profession to Homo Faber.
—By Tina Simon, Josef Filipp Galerie, Leipzig
______________
Dr. phil. Tina Simon
Author and publicist, Leipzig
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27th of july (I), 27th of july (II)
stAmp prints
2017

Material: schellac ink on watercolour paper
Dimension: each 10 × 20 cm
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Mid of September
stAmp prints
2017

Material: pigmented beeswax on primed wood
Dimension: 90 × 150 cm
Venue: Josef Filipp Galerie, Leipzig

Matthias Garff, born 1986 in Solothurn, CH
lives and works in Leipzig, GER
exhibitions in Germany and Argentinia
Education and degrees
2008-2010 Dresden Academy of Fine Arts [HfBK] Dresden, Bildende Kunst, Prof. Sery
2010-2013 HfBK Dresden, Class of comprehensive artistic work, Prof. Grossarth
2013-2015 HfBK Dresden, Master Class Student, Prof. Dammbeck
2013 Diploma Fine Arts, HfBK Dresden
2015 Postgraduale Studies of Fine Arts, HfBK Dresden
Solo exhibitions
2017 Galerie Margareta Friesen, Dresden, Tête-à-Tête
2017 Galerie Tobias Schrade, Ulm, Matthias Garff und Marc Taschowsky
2017 Josef Filipp Galerie, Leipzig, Matthias Garff: Stempelbilder
2016 Josef Filipp Galerie, Leipzig, Kleine Insektenschau
2015 Galerie bipolar, Leipzig, Staub
2014 Galerie Brüderstraße, Görlitz, Homo erectus
2014 Galerie Margareta Friesen, Dresden, Altweltaffen positiv
2013 Freitaler Technologiezentrum, Freital, Die Argentinische Verwandtschaft
2012 HfBK Dresden, Der Argentinische Garten - Europapremiere
Group exhibitions (selection)
2017 PILOTENKUECHE, Leipzig, Final Exhibition: “Buttersäuer-Senf”
2017 Galerie Kunstück, Oldenburg, Tierisch III
2016 Darmstädter Sezession, Darmstadt, Jahresausstellung
2016 Westpol Airspace, Leipzig, ..and found
2015 Galerie Margareta Friesen, Dresden, Abstrakt
2015 HILO Galeria, Buenos Aires, Open Studio
2015 La Ira de Dios, Buenos Aires, Afuera
2015 Josef Filipp Galerie, Leipzig, Ménagerie
2015 Galerie tiliart, Dresden, Vögel und Heilige
2014 OSTRALE, Dresden, Around You
2014 Galerie module, Dresden, IMPORT=EXPORT II
2014 Sächsischer Landtag, Dresden, Schöne Schwestern
2013 Atelierhof Kreuzberg, Berlin, PLURALPROJEKT 2013
2013 Hochschule für Bildende Künste Dresden, Diplomausstellung
2013 it‘s mee gallery, Stuttgart, IMPORT=EXPORT
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Grants, Awards
2016 Competion art with architecture, 3rd place, tax office Grimma, Saxony
2016 Nomination for the Prize of the Darmstadt Secession
2015 Artist-in-Residency, La Ira de Dios, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Collections
Municipal Collection Bautzen (Museum Bautzen, Permanent Exhibition)
Collection of the Ostsächsische Sparkasse Dresden
Collection Sculpture Garden Weisser Hirsch, Dresden

